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Running any office or commercial establishment in cities today is about class and presentation.
Maintaining a fresh and clean bathroom and ensuring no bad odors in your facilities has to be
managed on the premises with a strict eye. Aerosol air fresheners and such anti â€“ odor supplies are
something that you will need regularly, and in proper quantity. By buying your supplies in bulk from
air freshener manufacturers, you can save a lot of money every month. In big cities like Mumbai,
most of the shops are in malls, and most big offices located in facilities no less than 5 star in their
outlook. From the lobby to the cubicles, it all needs to have an aura of international presentation and
professionalism.

How would you like it when you visit a client or business associate and end up having to use a
smelly and unclean bathroom? This is where a regular supply of proper anti-odor equipment like
aerosol air fresheners will help you save face and upkeep class. By ensuring that your purchases
are right from the manufacturers, the bulk pricing also saves you quite a lump sum. Let us discuss is
5 simple ways to keep your bathroom smelling fresh and clean.

Air Freshner1 â€“ Remember that all air freshener manufacturers have a number of products, and each
different kind has its own use and purpose. A solid slow evaporation deodorant cake is suited for
urinals, while aerosols are to be used every few hours (or according to bathroom usage).

2 â€“ Hire efficient and diligent cleaning crews for your work. They need to be prompt and regular with
their cleaning without a continuous push from others.

3 â€“ Regularly check your drainage system, including the septic tank and piping. Any leaks or invisible
ruptures may smell horrible, without revealing the source. This is a very important step to
maintaining your office premises well.

4 â€“ Have a cleaning done in all your facilityâ€™s bathrooms including the ones not used, at least twice a
day; and for ones used more frequently, as many as 3 â€“ 4 times daily. You can also get good
cleaning solutions from your air freshener manufacturer.

5 â€“ Also remember that if you use too much deodorant, the odor tends to become uncomfortably
strong. A really high concentration of aerosol air fresheners in any atmosphere can be just as
suffocating and discomforting as bad bathroom odor.
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To keep class and comfort in your office, ensure that you use good quality aerosol air fresheners
regularly. Air freshener manufacturers a Orchids can easily provide you continuous supplies of the
best facilities and bathroom maintenance products.
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